Year 6
Autumn Term
World War 2

During this topic, children will…

Art

Explore Picasso’s approach to painting scenes
with action such as his Guernica painting

Learn how to create non-linear presentations.
Use video editing effects and tools to create a
specific affect.
Begin to learn about programming websites
using the language HTML

DT
History

Describe, identify and visualise a wide range of
properties for 2D and 3D shapes.
Continue to refine use of formal written
methods of calculation.
Suggest, plan and develop lines of enquiry.
Calculate the perimeter and area of different
shapes.
Solve more complex problems involving
identifying rules and making generalisations.

Develop their understanding of structures and
how to make them stronger. Children will plan
and make a wooden model of an Anderson
Shelter

Geography

Use maps to explore which countries were
involved in WW2.
Use OS maps to find about more about the role
of Tyneham Village during the war.

Literacy

Computing

Analyse key events such as the Blitz and
evacuation of children and explore the reasons
for their outcomes.
Develop use of historic sources to find out
about the past.

Explore a range of text set in WW2 e.g. Good
Night Mr Tom, Friend of Foe.
Explore the features of and create biographies,
poems and news reports.
Develop understanding of a range of
punctuation and the different parts of
sentences.

Maths

Music
PSHE/ Life
Skills

Develop different ways to work in a group.
Explore situations from another point of view.
Understand ways to help others in school

PE
Science

Spanish

Play and perform using voices and playing
musical instruments with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression.
Develop an understanding of music history.

Develop dances in response to different stimuli.
Adapt skills and control them in different
situations.
Develop tactical awareness during invasion
games.

Use correct symbols for drawing electrical
components.
Explore how the thickness wires affect the
electricity passing through it.
Take repeated and accurate readings.
Understand the different parts of various body
systems.
Plan own investigations and make conclusions
based on the data collected.

Weather : Will be able to recognise weather expressions and will be able to describe the weather
in their region or town
Countries: Will be able to recognise countries in Spanish and will be able to say where they live.
Weather forecasts : Will be able to use a template to create a basic weather forecast about the
weather in Epsom
and will be able to include additional vocabulary to make it unique
Clothes : Recognise clothing items in Spanish and will be able to describe what they wear.
Packing for a holiday : Classify clothes for different holidays and write a list of clothes to take
on holiday
Holiday places: Recognise basic holiday vocab and state the type of holiday they go on/like to go
on
Holiday activities: Recognise basic activities on holiday and give opinions about the activities
Holiday writing: Write a basic account of a holiday changing certain elements
Holiday mini booklets
Spotlight on Barcelona
Christmas in Spain
Tarjetas de Navidad

